Abstract. Building software systems out of pre-fabricated components is a very attractive vision. Distributed Component Platforms (DCP) and their visual development environments bring this vision closer to reality than ever. At the same time, some experiences with component libraries warn us about potential problems that arise in case of software system families or systems that evolve over many years of changes. Indeed, implementation level components, when affected by many independent changes, tend to grow in both size and number, impeding reuse. In this paper, we analyze in detail this unwanted effect. We argue that components affected by frequent unexpected changes require higher level of flexibility than "plug-and-play" paradigm is able to provide. We propose a program construction environment, based on generative programming techniques, to help in customization and evolution of components that require much flexibility. This solution allows us to reap benefits of DCPs during runtime and, at the same time, keep components under control during system construction and evolution. In the paper, we discuss salient features of a construction environment for component-based systems. We describe its implementation with commercial reuse technology Fusion, illustrating with examples from our domain engineering projects. The main lesson learnt from our project is that generative programming techniques can extend the strengths of the component-based approach in two important ways: Firstly, generative programming techniques automate routine component customization and composition tasks and allow developers work more productively, at a higher abstraction level. Secondly, as custom components with required properties are generated on demand, we do not need to store and manage multiple versions of components, components do not overly grow in size, helping developers keep the complexity of an evolving system under control.
number. The cumulative effect of this uncontrolled growth may likely become prohibitive to reuse. Repositories with version control to store components may ease but will not solve the problem. This phenomenon is known to companies who have been using component libraries for some time [5] . We shall further analyze this unwanted effect in the paper, illustrating it with examples from our domain engineering project on component-based library system. The above problems become particularly severe in case of application-level business components that must accommodate a wide range of variant requirements reflecting different reuse contexts. Business components are also affected by frequent unexpected changes. Such components require higher level of flexibility than "plug-and-play" paradigm is able to provide.
One way to prevent components from growing in size, number and complexity is to change the focus from the artefact to the process, from customized components to customization process itself. Generative programming techniques allow one to create on demand a component with a required combination of variants, so there is no need to manage multiple versions of similar components. Following terminology in [10] , by generative programming we mean approaches that allow one to manipulate programs at meta level, such as application generators, transformation systems, templates, macro processing systems and automatic assembly systems [2, 10] . Strengths of generative programming techniques lie exactly where the open problems, and perhaps inherent weaknesses, of the component-based approach are. The basic idea is to keep specifications of how variants affect a component separately from the very component. A generative system interprets specifications of required variants to produce a custom component. A programmer does not have to know how variants affect components, how to produce customized components and how to assemble customized components into a working system, as this knowledge is embedded within a program construction environment used by a generative system. The construction environment ensures the required level of flexibility for business components during customization and evolution. This scenario promises a way to avoid uncontrolled growth of components in size and number and also to automate some of the routine customization activities. Coupling component-based approach with generative programming techniques allows one to benefit from distributed component architectures during runtime, without sacrificing flexibility required during program customizations and evolution.
In this paper, we describe a component construction environment based on the generative programming approach. The construction environment includes customizable generic components organized within a generic architecture and global structures that help programmers deal with changes. We describe the implementation of a construction environment using Fusion, a commercial reuse technology from Netron, Inc. Through examples from our component-based library system project, we illustrate how our construction environment alleviates some of the problems with component customization and evolution.
The flow of the paper presentation is as follows. After discussing related work, we briefly describe a family of library systems (such as university or public library systems) and its component-based runtime architecture. We use examples from the library system family to illustrate claims throughout the paper. In section 4, we discuss problems that arise if we develop and evolve library system family in terms of implementation components such as in DCOM/ActiveX, JavaBeans and CORBA implementations. In section 5, we discuss the concept of a construction environment and its implementation with a commercial tool Fusion. Concluding remarks end the paper.
Related work
The two requirements for component-based systems that we emphasize throughout the paper are ease of customization and evolution. These two requirements are particularly important in the software system family situation and our experiments indeed involved families of facility reservation, library and Computer Aided Dispatch systems. Software system families arise in situations when we need develop and maintain multiple versions of the same software system. The concept of program families was first introduced by Parnas [30] who proposed information hiding as a technique for handling program families. Macro processors, PCL [36] , application generators [3, 5, 10, 11, 27] , Object-Oriented frameworks [12, 17, 18] , frame technology [2] , distributed component platforms [6, 25] templates and meta-programming techniques [10] -they all offer mechanisms to handle variants in program families.
Parson and Wand [31] argue that implementation level objects (read: components) are not suitable for analysis, as the realm of analysis is different from that of implementation. Their discussion hints at problems that are inherent to any approach that focuses too early at the implementation components. Bridging the gap between domain concepts and implementation has been recognized by many researchers and practitioners as a major challenge in software engineering. Much work on software design, architecture, domain analysis and application generative systems stems from this premise. The problem can be addressed in top-down direction, from domain concepts to implementation components, or in bottom-up direction, with a software architecture as a possible meeting point. Top-down and bottom-up research directions contribute different insights to the problem. In the context of component-based approach, compositional (scripting) languages [28] allow one to group components into higher level abstractions that are closer to domain concepts than individual components. Domain analysis approaches attack the problem from the top. They allow one to identify domain concepts that might correspond to component groups. Moving in that direction also provides insights into types of variability that a component should be able to accommodate.
Generative programming techniques [10] are based on domain analysis. A generative system builds custom systems from a set of generic, compatible components. A domain-specific generic architecture, incorporating compatible components, is the heart of a generator. A generic architecture implements commonalties in a domain, while a meta-language allows developers to specify variants to be implemented in the custom system. GenVoca is a method and tool for building component-based generators. In JST [3] , based on GenVoca, a meta-language extends existing programming languages with domain-specific constructs. JST provides practical way of bridging domain concepts and implementation.
The authors of papers [20] and [34] suggest that generative programming techniques can alleviate some of the problems with component-based systems we discussed in the introduction. Boca [11] is a generative system for component-based systems. Boca provides a meta-language to define business semantics. Business components such as customers, orders, employees, hiring and invoicing are specified in the meta-language, separately from the runtime program characteristics. All the future changes in requirements can be done at the level of metadescriptions. A meta-language provides means for maintaining integrity of requirements for a system family during customization and evolution. Boca supports synthesis of component-based runtime systems from business and implementation-specific component layers. Digre [11] points out further benefits of separating a software construction architecture from the runtime architectures in the context of distributed component platforms: runtime components contain both business logic and platform-specific implementation details (such as, for example, code for sending and listening to events specific to Enterprise JavaBeans platform). A construction architecture makes it possible to separate business concerns from platform concerns. Not only will this make the design simpler, but also will make business components independent of changes to the platform technology.
Many computational aspects of a program spread throughout the whole program and cannot be nicely confined to a small number of runtime components. Examples include business logic, platform dependencies or codes that have to do with system-wide qualities such as performance and fault tolerance. In aspect-oriented programming [22] , each computational aspect is programmed separately and a mechanism is provided to compose aspects into an executable program. In multi dimensional hyperspace approach [37] the concept of separation of concerns is extended to levels of design and analysis. The essence of both aspects and hyperspaces is the ability to understand and manage variants within certain aspects/concerns in separation from others, as much as it is possible. Both approaches give raise to a system family.
Frame technology [2] fragments programs into generic components called frames. Frames organized into a hierarchy form a generic architecture, from which programs incorporating specific variants can be produced. Industrial experiences show that while building a generic architecture is not easy, subsequent productivity gains are substantial [2] . These productivity gains are due to flexibility of resulting architectures and their ability to evolve over years. In [9] , we described a frame-based generic architecture and customization method for Facility Reservation System (FRS) domain. In [16] , we described the concept of a construction environment for component-based systems, developed in the FRS domain engineering project. In this paper, we generalized experiences from our three domain engineering projects, highlighting the advantages that generative programming techniques offer to component-based systems.
An overview of a library system family
A library domain includes public libraries, university libraries, libraries in companies, etc. Corresponding library systems form a family termed "application system variants" [15] . Members of this family differ in functional requirements such as type of library members, library business rules, etc. A library system is also an "application system suite" family [15] with members such as Daily Operation and Maintenance sub-System (DOMS) to be used by library clerks and the Online Enquiry sub-System (OES) to be used my library members.
A UML [33] use case model of Figure 1 summarizes functions supported by a typical library Daily Operation and Maintenance sub-System. Packages depict groups of uses cases. The diagram also shows use cases in "Manage loans" use case group. We put use case "Query loans" outside any of the use case groups, as it is reused across many use cases (indicated by the <<include>> link). • a library system may be a single program running on one computer, may comply to a two-or threetier client-server architecture or may be deployed as a distributed system with various components running on many computers,
• in case of a client-server or a distributed system, application components may communicate with each other using mechanisms provided by different distributed component platforms such as DCOM, EJB SDK 2 or one of CORBA implementations. We shall assume the following runtime architecture-related requirements for the library system family:
1. system components are organized into a 3-tier client server architecture, with clients containing user interface, business logic running on the server and a permanent storage for users, library materials, loans, reservations, etc. residing on a database server. Client, server and database may run on a single or on different computers. Daily Operation and Maintenance sub-System (DOMS) to be used by library clerks and the Online Enquiry sub-System (OES) to be used my library members should run independently of each other. It is envisioned that in the future we shall also deploy library systems as a collection of components that can run in truly distributed environment. Therefore, an effort should be made to plan current system for ease of migration into a distributed component architecture.
2. the implementation language is Java, running on top of distributed component platform providing basic CORBA facilities for component communication. Figure 2 depicts a three-tier runtime architecture for library systems in terms components and connectors (Shaw and Garlan, 1996) .
The client tier implements user interface to a library system. The server tier components implement the business logic of those functions and provide the event-handling code for various user interface widgets. Server components also set up and shut down connections with the DBMS tier (represented by stereotypes <<entity>> in Figure 2 ). Each business concept (entity or process) is implemented in one or more server tier components. For flexibility, we separated business workflow components from entity components. Workflow components implement control flow and business logic of functional abstractions (mostly corresponding to use cases) and entity components facilitate communication with the database. Entity components reflect the data model of an application -they define persistent data and access methods to data stored in the database. By decoupling workflow concerns from database concerns, we achieve higher flexibility -changes to workflows need not affect the database and vice versa.
Supporting a library system family with runtime component architecture
The development situation described in this section reflects capabilities of DCPs, such as EJB or ActiveX, and their visual software development environments providing facilities to introspect and customize components [23] . Certain classes of "likely to happen" variant requirements can be implemented into the component architecture. Software developers may either choose required variants at program construction-time or a mechanism is built into components to handle variants during runtime (such as design patters [14] ). The decision whether a given variant is to be addressed during construction-time or runtime requires careful analysis, taking into account usability, performance and technical issues (e.g., difficulty of supporting given variants during runtime). In this paper, we are concerned with approaches to construction time customization and evolution.
Addressing variant requirements
To see how developers would customize and evolve library system components, we shall consider the following loan query methods:
• query loans by library item, to see if an item is available (mandatory),
• query loans by library member, to see which items a given member is currently holding (mandatory),
• query loans of overdue items (variant),
• query loans of reserved items (variant).
Components relevant to querying loans include:
• user interface panels for selecting query loan methods and displaying the results, and
• functional components (server tier) that retrieve loans from the database.
All the anticipated requirements, both mandatory and variant, should be implemented within the component architecture for library system family. A developer can customize components (for example, by setting property values) to indicate which variant query loan methods and which event handlers are needed in the library system he/she intends to build. After customization, components will reveal only required functions.
There are two problems with scaling up the above method of implementing variant requirements. Firstly, if a given variant requirement affects many components, it will be up to a developer to keep track of all the affected components. This may not be easy for large systems and variants that affect many components. Secondly, components will grow in size as all the variants must be implemented within them. Any customized library system will contain implementation of all the variants, even though some of those variants will never be used.
Evolving a component architecture with new requirements
Suppose now we wish to evolve the library system architecture to accommodate a new unexpected requirement. For this, assume that some library clerks wish to have a quick way to produce a list of overdue loans of items that have been reserved by other members. The list should indicate who holds an overdue item and who reserved it. Such a list might be produced by using two existing methods, namely query overdue loans and query loans of reserved items, and then manually intersecting the results. The new query method should produce the required list with a click of the button. As we think that many other library systems may benefit from this new feature as well, we decide to include this new variant into the library system architecture for future reuse.
Here is what we have to do to implement this new variant. First, we must add an additional choice "Overdue & Reserved loans" to the list of available loan query methods in the user interface component "Query Loans Logic". Then, we need modify the server component "Query Loans Logic" in two ways: (1) we add implementation of the new function that retrieves required loans from the database, and (2) we include event handling code for the new loan query method. Implementation of the new requirement also affects interfaces of client and server components. In particular, we need type declarations for a data structure to store retrieved information (i.e., who holds an overdue item and who reserved it) and an interface declaration for an operation that will allow the library system client to obtain and display the retrieved information.
If the source code for the loan management components is not available, there is no simple way to implement this new requirement. We may need to re-implement affected components, as components cannot be extended in arbitrary ways without the source code. Should the source code for relevant components be available, we could use either inheritance or a suitable design pattern [14] to create new components that would include functionality for the new loan query method. Any visual environment supports the former solution and some Object-Oriented frameworks support the latter [6] . While this method of addressing new requirements is sufficient in the rapid application development situation, it presents certain dangers in the context of long-lived systems and system families in particular. Over years of evolution, a component architecture may become overly complex, impeding effective reuse.
A component construction environment
We shall now describe a component construction environment that alleviates some of the problems discussed in the last section. We start by explaining the conceptual structure of a construction environment and in the next section we shall describe its implementation using Fusion, a commercial reuse method and tool by Netron, Inc. [2] .
A construction environment is meant to help in customizing and evolving components that are heavily affected by changes. Figure 3 depicts From the CDT, developers can learn how to accommodate anticipated variants into components. In case of new unexpected requirements, developers start by inspecting other similar requirements in a CDT (there is always one at some level of a CDT) and study relevant customization scripts. Developers should at least obtain certain clues as to how implement a new requirement consistently with a generic architecture rationale and structure. Once a generic architecture is extended and customization script for a new requirement is written, a CDT is extended to reflect a new requirement.
There are many technical scenarios to realize the above concept of a construction environment. We believe Figure 3 reflects fundamental elements that appear in construction environment. Of course, these elements will appear in different, not necessarily explicit, forms, depending on a software development method and technology used. For example, in most of the companies there is no explicit domain model, links between variants and related customizations remain undocumented and we have a manual customization process instead of a generator. Most often, the emphasis is on management of already customized components. The actual representation of a generic architecture may also range from program files instrumented with conditional compilation commands to Object-Oriented frameworks, just to mention a few possibilities.
We believe a construction environment for customization and evolution of component-based systems should have the following salient features:
1. An explicit domain model and architecture constraints. The domain model should clarify common and variant requirements to be supported. Architectural constraints referring to the component structure of runtime systems (as well as other runtime concerns) should be also described.
Levels of customization.
Customization of a generic architecture to meet variant requirements should be done at the architecture level first (for example, by selecting architecture construction units affected by variants, modifying interfaces of relevant runtime components, etc.) and at the code level next. A variant at the architecture level may be equivalent to many variants at the code level. Therefore, levels of abstraction simplify the mapping between variant requirements and a generic architecture.
Separation of concerns.
Like in aspect-oriented programming [22] , frame technology [2] or Boca [11] , we should be able to define different aspects of a system (e.g., business logic, platform-specific logic for event handling, optimization techniques, etc.) in separate construction units. Also, processing elements relevant to different sources of changes (e.g., variant requirements) should be defined separately from each other.
Composition of construction units of a generic architecture.
A composition operation should be provided to produce custom runtime components that have required properties from relevant construction units. The actual form of a composition operation will depend on the specific technology used and the nature of construction units.
5.
Focusing on customization process rather than on customized components. We need specify customizations separately from affected construction units and components. Composition operation should be automated so that routine customizations can be performed automatically. This requirement calls for using generative programming techniques. A generative system will read specifications of required variants, customize affected components and assemble them into a custom system. This arrangement will allow us to keep the number of construction units and components of a runtime architecture under control. Customization process can be repeated whenever required. Also, the knowledge of how variant requirements affect the architecture will not be lost. By studying the customization process for anticipated variant requirements, developers will better understand how to evolve a generic architecture by implementing new unexpected requirements into it.
6. Human-oriented construction environment. Customization and evolution of a generic architecture and its construction units cannot be fully automated. A generic architecture should be understandable to developers. Understanding the impact of variant requirements on the architecture is particularly important.
The construction environment requires a change from ad hoc development to systematic, reuse-based system engineering. The process of preparing the ground for reuse-based system engineering is called domain engineering [38] (above the dotted line in Figure 5 ). The main artefacts of domain engineering are domain model, CDT and a generic architecture. Apart from domain analysis, experience gained in implementing software systems in a given domain is a valuable source of information for domain engineering. In system engineering (below the dotted line), we reuse the artefacts produced during domain engineering. System engineering starts by formulating requirements for a specific system. This is done by refining general requirements described within a domain model, selecting specific variants to be met by the system we wish to build, based on users' input. The CDT provides developers with customization scripts that indicate segments of a generic architecture affected by variants. Customization scripts are then consolidated to form a specification script that is executed by a customization tool. Therefore, customizations to accommodate anticipated variants are automated and can be repeated on demand to produce custom components. Domain and system engineering feed each other with useful information. Experiences gained in system engineering are fed back to domain engineering. This feedback allows us to continually evolve a domain model and generic architecture to provide better support for building systems. 
Implementation of a construction environment with frame technology
In our projects, we used frame technology [2] to implement a construction environment. Therefore, we shall start by reviewing frame concepts.
Overview of frame concepts
Frame technology [2] , developed by Netron Inc. and supported by Fusion, works on the principle of constructing customized systems by applying changes to generic code components called frames. A frame can be written in any programming language. We have encapsulated both Java components code and connectors (as IDL declarations) into frames. Frames are building blocks of a generic architecture for a system family. Frames are organized into a hierarchy. Each frame can reference lower-level frames in the hierarchy. Each frame can also inherit default behavior and parameters from higher-level frames. Frames can be adapted to meet requirements of a specific system by modifying frame's contents. This is achieved using frame commands (e.g., .COPY, .INSERT) that can add to, or subtract, from lower-level frames' capabilities as the system requires. This "editing" is performed at distinct points in the lower-level frames called breakpoints. Frame commands dictate how to assemble frames to construct a custom system we wish to build. Table 1 gives a brief summary of important frame commands.
The topmost frame in a frame hierarchy is known as a specification frame, SPC for short. An SPC specifies how to adapt the rest of the frame hierarchy to assemble a software system. Each frame, being the root of a subhierarchy, can adapt any detail in that sub-hierarchy. A generic architecture consist of one or more frame hierarchies.
Frame processor is a tool that reads a frame hierarchy starting at the SPC and emits custom source text according to the commands contained throughout the hierarchy. In our construction environment, frame processor plays the role of a customization tool (Figure 3 ).
Frame Command Function .COPY frame /.END-COPY
When the frame processor encounters the .COPY command, it creates a copy of a frame and applies specified commands to the frame. .INSERT-BEFORE/ .INSERT/.INSERT-AFTER Inserts the specified text to a frame after/before the specified break point. .BREAK/ .END-BREAK Marks a named breakpoint in a frame. .REPLACE/.END-REPLACE Sets the value of a frame variable. .SELECT Selects a particular frame-text based on the value of the frame variable.
Table 1. Examples of frame commands
Frames are spawned from macros. However unlike other macro systems, frame approach scales up. Industrial experiences show that while building a frame architecture is not easy, subsequent productivity gains are substantial. A quantitative study has shown that frame technology can lead to reduction in time-to-market (70%) and project costs (84%). It can also dramatically improve the effectiveness of project teams. Percentage reuse can vary from 50% to about 95%. (Bassett, 1997) . These productivity gains are due to flexibility of resulting architectures and their ability to evolve over years. Excellent record of frame technology in large scale COBOLbased business applications encouraged us to explore frames concepts in our projects in component system domains.
An overview of a frame-based generic architecture and architecture customization process
Construction units in our generic architecture for the library system family are framed components and connectors (depicted in Figure 2 ). Component frames contain Java applications and applets. We call this part of the generic architecture a generic component framework. Component or connector frames include breakpoints at which they can be customized to accommodate anticipated variant requirements or extended with new unexpected requirements. The CDT is decorated with partial specification frames (P-SPC) that contain specifications of customizations required for a given variant. There are two P-SPCs attached to a customization option in the CDT, one for generic component framework and the other one for generic connector framework.
The P-SPCs for selected variants are synthesized by hand to produce two complete specification frames, one for each of the generic component and generic connector frameworks. We call them component SPC and connector SPC, respectively. SPCes are interpreted by frame processor to produce custom components and connector specifications for the target system that meets required variants. The diagram of Figure 6 outlines the major steps in the customization process.
In the remaining part of this section, we illustrate customization and evolution of a component and connector frameworks. During customization, we shall consider variant loan query methods:
• query by library item, to see if an item is available (QUERY_LOANS_BY_ITEM, mandatory),
• query by library member, to see which items a given member is currently holding (QUERY_LOANS_BY_MEMBER, mandatory), query by overdue items (QUERY_LOANS_BY_OVERDUE-OR1, anticipated or-variant),
• query loaned items that have been reserved (QUERY_LOANS_BY_RESERVED-OR2, anticipated or-variant ).
To illustrate architecture evolution, we shall add a new loan query method to produce a list of overdue loans of items that have been reserved. This list should show who holds an overdue item and who reserved it (QUERY_LOANS_BY_OVERDUE_and_RESERVED-OR3). We shall be referring to these requirements using names in capital letters for ease of reference.
6.3
Examples from the generic component framework Figure 7 shows a framed user interface component for querying loans. Class QueryLoans builds a menu to display the available loan query methods and elicits the user's choice of the method. The class makes the appropriate call to the business logic tier based on the user's choice of loan query method. Two mandatory loan query methods ("by Item" and "by Member") are listed in the class. Variant loan query methods ("by Overdue Items" and "by Reserved Items") are listed under the SELECT construct. Depending on the value of variable QUERY_METHOD_CHOICE, either of the two variants or both can be selected. The two break points (QUERY_LOANS_METHODS and QUERY_LOANS_EVENT_HANDLING, respectively) mark the points at which additional loan query methods and their respective event handling code can be inserted. The P-SPC of Figure 8 "instructs" frame processor to include both variant methods into the class QueryLoans. By interpreting this P-SPC, frame processor produces a customized class QueryLoans (Figure 9 ). 
Examples from the generic connector framework
We shall now describe connectors in a generic library system architecture. The library system client and server communicate via method invocation calls. The nature of these calls is specified by Interface Definition Language (IDL) declarations [26] . IDL is a language for specifying the interfaces of the architecture components. A sample set of IDL declarations for the communication between the client and server tiers is shown in Figure 10 . IDL specifications are compiled to Java to produce code for inter-component communication either within a single physical machine or over an ORB (Object Request Broker). Figure 11 shows an interface declaration with two variant loan query methods. Notice that the same variable governs the choice of variants in both component and connector frames. To accommodate anticipated variants into the library system components and connectors, we proceed as follows:
LIB_INTERFACE_DECL
We inspect the CDT (Figure 3 ) in top-down manner, trying to locate a customization option that describes a variant requirement we wish to include into the library system. We notice customization options corresponding to variant requirements QUERY_LOANS_BY_OVERDUE-OR1 and QUERY_LOANS_BY_RESERVED-OR2 under the "Loan Query Methods" grouping. For each of those options, we find a customization script (P-SPC) that specifies a chain of modifications to generic library system architecture components ( Figure 8 ) and connectors ( Figure 12 ) that are required to address corresponding variants. We check to see if variants are not in conflict with other variant requirements we wish to address. If not, we include customization scripts into the complete customization specification frames for components and connectors. We proceed with other variants in a similar way and at the end we run the frame processor to produce custom components and connectors according to the specifications accumulated in the complete component and connector customization specification frames. Generated custom components will contain implementation of only those variant requirements that are really required in the target system. This process follows the flow outlined in Figure 6 .
For each anticipated variant, a single variable uniquely identifies all the affected component and connector frames. Required customizations are recorded in the CDT and are automatically executed by the frame processor.
The information which components and connectors must be modified and how to implement modifications is available to the developer at any time. When dealing with anticipated variants, the role of the developer is to look into possible conflicts between inter-dependent variants.
Evolving a generic architecture with new requirements
To illustrate architecture evolution, we shall add a new loan query method to produce a list of overdue loans of items that have been reserved, showing who holds an overdue item and who reserved it. This new requirement is named QUERY_LOANS_BY_OVERDUE_and_RESERVED-OR3.
With a construction environment, we implement the new requirement in the following way. We start by inspecting the CDT ( Figure 5 ) to determine if a customization option for this requirement exists. We find the "Loan Query Methods" grouping, but currently there is no customization option for the new requirement. To implement the new requirement, we inspect the two existing customization options under the "Loan Query Methods" grouping. We find customization scripts (P-SPCs) that describe modifications required to implement these variants (Figures 8 and 12) . We study the scripts to understand which frames are selected and customized. Then, we specify modifications required to implement the new requirement in a similar way. The P-SPC of Figure 13 shows how we insert a new menu option and event handling method to the user interface component to query loans. In the P-SPC of Figure 14 , we add declarations of data structures to store the query results and a method to retrieve results to a related connector. Finally, we add the customization option for the new requirement under the "Loan Query Methods" grouping and annotate it with suitable P-SPC.. .END-COPY LIB_INTERFACE_DECL.F Figure 14 . P-SPC to add new variant to the generic connector framework
Conclusions
Industrial experiences point to certain limitations of implementation level components in respect to customization and evolution. The main problem is that components affected by many independent sources of change tend to grow in size, number and complexity, impeding reuse. We analyzed and illustrated with examples the mechanism that produces this unwanted effect. We argued that components affected by frequent unexpected changes require higher level of flexibility than "plug-and-play" paradigm is able to provide. We proposed a construction environment, based on a generative programming approach, to alleviate the problems. In the paper, we compared development and evolution of component-based systems in two situations: The first one reflected capabilities of DCPs (such as EJB or ActiveX) and their visual environments. In the second situation, we extended a DCP with a construction environment.. With the construction environment, customized components accommodating required variants are created on demand. There is no need to a-priori implement all the possible variant combinations into components or to manage multiple versions of the same component. Rather than an end product of customization, we record the customization process itself, within customization scripts organized around a Customization Decision Tree (CDT). Nodes in the CDT represent variant requirements. Attached to the nodes are customization scripts that specify how to include required variants into components of a custom system. The CDT shows the trace of modifications triggered by a given variant requirement and reveals the rationale for modifications. The construction environment also helps developers evolve a generic architecture in case of new unexpected requirements. Evolution of the generic architecture is done in a systematic way and does The results presented in this paper are based on experimental work in Computer Aided Dispatch, facility reservation [8, 9, 16] and library system domains. We covered a wide range of system functions and functional variants. We found that manual synthesis of customization scripts becomes complicated as the number of mutually dependent variants increases. Although we explicitly model requirement dependencies [8] , during customization of a generic architecture we deal with dependent requirements in ad hoc way. This raises the issue of how we can avoid (reconcile?) conflicts during customization and how we can assure the correctness of the customized product. We feel our experiments have been still limited in depth and breadth. So far, we addressed variants in functional requirements. It is not clear if system-wide qualities such as performance, reliability or fault tolerance can be addressed in the same way. It would be interesting to evaluate in detail which computational aspects of a program can be most conveniently separated using techniques such as aspect-oriented programming [22] , frame technology [2] or Object-Oriented techniques. Currently, transition from a domain model to generic and runtime architectures is also rather ad hoc. More experiments are needed to formulate guidelines to help developers in this difficult task. We are addressing the above open problems in current projects (http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~stan/proj.html).
We believe the domain engineering process itself is not well understood yet. In our library system project, having described an library system domain, we came up with a component-based runtime architecture for the library system family and then we developed a generic library system architecture and a CDT. We believe a more systematic methodological framework such as PuLSE [4] is required to coordinate different activities involved in analysis and design of component-based systems.
Each technology mentioned in this paper contributes a useful solution to a certain development problem, but none delivers a complete solution. Problem domain, software design, runtime architecture and evolution -all seem to form inter-related but different dimensions of software development problem. To effectively deal with them, we need specialized methods that fit the purpose. It is a challenge for software engineering to make those methods compatible with each other, so that they can help developers build better software systems.
